
The Original Air-pruning 
Plant Potting System

■ eliminate root circling and accelerate growth  
by up to 60%

■ stronger healthier trees with much better  
survival outcomes

■ allows maintenance of stock trees within a  
nursery for longer

■ shipped ‘flat-packed’ for easy transport & storage
■ made in Scotland from UV stabilised plastic,  

Air-Pot® containers will last up to 10 years

For plants to thrive they need healthy roots; standard 
pots deform roots encouraging the development of 

ring-roots which compromises the long term growth 
and health of the plant. The Air-Pot® system does the 
opposite, actively enhancing the plant by making it 

develop a mass of healthy fibrous roots. This maximises 
its ability to absorb nutrients and water, leading to a 

healthier, faster growing plant.

Air-Pot® encourages natural radial root development 
resulting in the planted trees growing a uniform radial 
root system, in all directions, as they would in nature. 

In contrast, radial roots that can develop in hard-walled 
pots may end up wrapping around the base of the tree, 
constricting the trunk, impeding growth and ultimately 

leading to early death of the tree or even unexpected 
breakage of the trunk at the base of the tree.

Sizes (with base): 3L, 7.5L, 20L & 38L – Large sizes (no base): 100L, 200L & 400L



Like to know more? Visit our webstore arborgreen.com.au 
for more information (you can order direct on our store) 

or call us during business hours on 1300 760 642

Arborgreen offer prompt Australia-Wide delivery.

1300 760 642
www.arborgreen.com.au

Better aeration means a healthier growing medium 
which allows for even germination right across the 
tray. The tap root of the newly germinated plant is air 
pruned at the base, stimulating lateral root branching. 
Increased oxygenation also means healthy bacteria 
release more nutrient leading to faster growth.

Image left – two thirty day old Sequoia seedlings; the 
one on the left from an Air-Pot® seed tray the other 
grown in a standard tray. Already the Air-Pot® grown 
one has had its tap root air-pruned and is developing 
healthy lateral roots. The tap root on the other has hit 
the bottom of the tray and has developed a ‘J’ root 
deformity – there is no lateral root development.

The Air-Pot® tray grown seedling was potted on into 
a three litre container, the one from the conventional 
tray into a straight sided three litre pot.

Nine months after germination the Air-Pot® Sequoia 
has developed a mass of healthy fibrous roots while 
the roots of the other have been deformed by circling.

When washed out (below) the difference is clearly 
demonstrated. The Air-Pot® tree has 20% greater girth 
and is 12% taller, the top growth is denser and there 
are smaller gaps between nodes.

The ground-breaking design of the Air-Pot® container 
has been continually refined over twenty years and is now 
in its sixth generation. Every detail has been enhanced 
to guarantee healthy root development and maximise 
aeration. Tough & robust they are constructed from recycled 
plastic; Air-Pot® containers can last up to ten years or more 
even throughout hot Australian summers.

Tips for growing with Air-Pot®

It’s important to pack the potting medium evenly into all 
corners of the pot; a much finer potting mix is typically used 
as the pot design provides adequate aeration.

A plant in an Air-Pot® will dry out much faster than standard 
pots. Daily watering on warm days or ideally a dripper/spray 
system is advised.

Air-Pot® from Seed


